
CONFRONTATION

PATRICIAS POV

After Margaret moved Johnny, Jeff and Allison were shocked to see me. Alex and Axel 
were standing on either side of me holding Mark and Jr while Jack and Maggie were on 
the right of Axel and I could tell Jack was worried of how Johnny would react after he 
came out of his shocked state, once Johnny got over being shocked he charged at Jack 
and I right away moved and stood in front of Jack while I mind linked Maggie telling her to 
grab Jack and move back and next to the boys. Johnny and I were staring at each other 
and by this time both of our packs were in line behind us ready for their alpha's order, even 
though I wasn't their alpha anymore they were still loyal to me.

"He knew you were alive all this time" Johnny asked

"He found out a few months ago when he went to ask my blessing to bring Maggie here" I 
said

"His responsibility was to let us know that you were alive" Jeff said

"Not if another alpha made him promise not to say anything about me being alive" I said

"And who was that alpha" Allison asked

"I was until just a few days ago when the title was passed down to my son" I said

"Where is our pup" Johnny asked

"What is it to you" I asked

"Its my pup and I have the right to know what it's name is and see him" Johnny said

"You are nothing more than just a sperm donor" Alex said

"And who are you" Johnny asked

"I'm one of her ve kids" Alex said

"Five you have ve kids" Johnny asked

"Yes, Alex and Axel are twins, Maggie and Mark and Jr also twins" I said

"Alex and Axel you said" Allison said

"Yes, that is our name" Axel answered

"Well I'm your aunt..." Allison was cut off

"Allison and that's our uncle Jeffrey and that's your brother Johnny, we have known since 
we were ten" Alex and Axel said

"Lets take you all to were you will be staying" Steven said

"Pablo I want you to take three man and do a perimeter run, Marcos you take another three 
men and make sure the whole area of where we will be staying is prep for any suddent 
attacks and Flabio you take a few man and take over of the watch so the Midnight Pack 

ghters can get a break to be with their families and make sure their is a switch every four 
hours understoon" I said

"Yes alpha" they all said

I turned and walked away and got back in the car and drove away with my family including 
Jack, I told him I wanted him and Maggie to stay in our house I was still worried of what 
Johnny would do if he caught him alone. Once at the house we were told our rooms and 
we all took a bath and changed into more convertible clothing, I give Mark and Jr a bath 
and put them down to sleep a nap. I then went down stairs and saw everybody watching tv 
while playing around which made me smile, I went to the kitchen and started to cook lunch 
for everybody when I felt someone behind me and by the way that I was feeling I knew it 
was Johnny.

"What are you doing here alpha Depp" I said

"Please don't call me that Paty" he said

"Its Patricia to you alpha, now I'm going to ask you one more time what are you doing here" 
I said

"We need to talk" he said

"Aren't we doing that" I said

"About us and our pup" he said

"Pups not pup" I said

"Pups you had more than one" he asked

"Yes, it's just strange that neither you or your wolf could recognize them but Allison did" I 
said

"Why did you mate with another man and have more kids" he asked

"Well you see I was never with any other man, they are my adopted children after their 
parents were killed by rouges near our lands" I said

"So you never got with any other wolf" he asked

"The only men in my life are my son's and no one else now please leave Im not ready to 
talk with you or anyone else who never treated me better than I was treated" I said

He left and then all of my kids came in and gave me a hug letting me know that I was 
going to be okay, we nished eating and the boys offered to wash the dishes and told me 
to go out on a run  that I really needed it. I went up stairs and switched into a sports bra 
and some running pants, I tied my hair onto a high pony tail and went out running and 
ended in the cliff where I found out that Johnny was my mate, where we made love all 
night, where he rejected me and were I ended up letting myself fall from to my supposed 
death. Lily wanted to stretch her legs and I switched into my wolf and I stretched my 
whole body making it crack before I laid down and placed my head on my paws while 
looking at the stars that were starting to come out, I knew I was being looked at but I didn't 
care as a few tears fell from my eyes remembering everything that happened to me here 
and to be honest I didn't want to be here I wanted to be back home were I belonged and 
not here but that would be up for the council to decide and not me.
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